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Secco's 

"Secco Knows Steak"

Just outside the main gate of Xuanwu Lake Park, Secco has a lot to offer.

This German-owned restaurant offers some of the best cuts of steak in

Nanjing and a welcoming atmosphere to enjoy it in. The bar is well

stocked with local favorites as well as hard-to-find rarities, making it a

great place to try something new. Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays

feature live music in the dining room. In addition, every Sunday there is an

all-you-can-eat barbecue special for CNY125.

 +86 25 8337 0679  www.secco-bar.com/  info@secco-bar.com  3 Kunlun Road, Xuanwu Park

Main Gate, Nanjing

Studio 21 

"Casino Lounge"

Smooth dinner service, nightly dancing and music are just some of the

reasons patrons come here. Casino games, private rooms and

professional management are some of the reasons they return. Located

near some of the major hotels on Hanzhong Road, this is an exceptional

choice for entertaining clients or enjoying some of the best in Nanjing

nightlife.

 +86 13072525212  www.nanjing-

restaurant.com/

 info@studio21.cn  193 Shigu Road, Nanjing

Finnegans Wake Irish Bar 

"The Real Deal"

Just a few steps from the subway station, step into Finnegans and be

transported thousands of miles away. This is the real deal, an Irish pub to

put all imitators to shame. The welcoming atmosphere and dark wood

invite patrons to sit at the bar for a Guinness or an authentic Bushmills.

The menu features comforting pub grub from fish and chips and burgers

to cottage pie and bangers with mash. As the evening rolls on the bar fills

up and before you know it, you'll have a dozen new friends.

 +86 25 5220 7362  www.finneganswake.com.

cn/

 contact@finneganswake.co

m.cn

 400 Zhongshan South Road,

Cinnalane, Nanjing
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